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Introduction & Acknowledgements  

 

     Postal forms & labels are integral part of every postal history collection and they help us to understand 

better the routes, tariffs and other important information about the specific item of postal history .During 

its seventy years history Israeli Post has issued a wide variety of different labels and forms its services. Al-

most each such label or form had a few printings or design changes throughout the years. Except a few 

articles almost no information was published about Israeli postal labels an forms . That  is why I decided to 

prepare a catalog in which all information known to me would be gathered. 

    The listings are based on the material from my collection or on information and images supplied to me 

by other collectors. Most of the material in this catalog is published for the first time and was never cata-

logued before. Not all the known types of labels and forms are listed in this catalog because of lack of in-

formation or illustrations. Effort would be made to add the lacking information in the next editions of the 

catalog. No claim as to completeness is being made. No doubt there are many types of labels and forms 

that are not listed. If you have in your collection items that are not listed, please send detailed infor-

mation (and scans if possible) to me at:  

Genady Berman-P.O.Box 440-Holon-58103-Israel; e-mail: bermangenady@gmail.com.  Thank you.  

     No effort to give evaluation or prices was made since the market of such material is extremely limited 

and based mostly on supply and demand and almost no information on quantities that exist on philatelic 

market is known. Some information about the prices could be found in Bale catalog. 

 

 I’m gratefully acknowledge the following  philatelists for their help, involvement  ,advice in preparation of 

this catalog and revealing me many additional sources of information: 

From Israel: Dr. Joseph Wallach ,Mr. George Landsman, Prof. Ehud Yungwirth, Mr. Alon Cohen, Mr. Zvi 

Tov. 

From Netherlands: Mr. Jan ter Welle. 

From the United States of America: Mr. Darus Greathouse  

 

Genady Berman 

Israel 2017 
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Logos of Israeli Postal Service 

During its seventy years history Israeli Postal Service has changed its logo and name several times. Each time the such change 

occurred it had an immediate impact on the design of postal labels and forms. The different logos listed below. 

ISRAEL POST LOGO—USED FROM 1948 TO THE BEGINNING OF 70 s’. 

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS LOGO—USED FROM BEGINNING OF 70S’ TO 1986. 

ISRAEL POSTAL AUTHORITY LOGO—USED FROM 

1986 UNTIL 2006 = IPA. 

ISRAEL POSTAL COMPANY LOGO—USED FROM   

2006 = IPC. 
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REGISTRATERED MAIL LABELS 

Registered mail describes letters, packets or other postal documents considered valuable or important and in need of a chain 

of custody that provides more control than regular mail. The posted item has its details recorded in a register to enable its 

location to be tracked during each stage of mail sorting process. The registration of letters as known today was introduced in 

1841 in Great Britain. The letter had to be enclosed within a large sheet of green paper. The green sheet was addressed to the 

Post Office where the recipient lived. The green sheet was then used as a receipt and was returned to the office of origin after 

delivery.  Traditionally, registered mail was a manual process which gave rise to a great variety of distinctive hand stamps and 

registration labels. Many countries have even issued special postal stationery for registered mail . Generally, the item was pre-

paid with the normal postage rate and an additional charge known as a registration fee. Upon payment of this fee the sender 

was given a receipt, and a unique numbered registration label was affixed to the letter. As the letter travelled from post office 

to post office and through any sorting office, it had to be signed for on a ledger and postmarked. This process was completed 

when the letter was delivered and the receiver signed for the item. In Israel registered mail service exist from the first day of 

operation of Israeli postal services. Remainders of the British Mandate registration labels were used for some years (even in 

mid 50s’) until their stock was fully exhausted. In 1949 first attempts were made to introduce Israeli registration labels . At first 

remainders of British type blank labels were overprinted with bilingual locality description and short time after than new Israe-

li type label was designed. This design was used almost unchanged for fifty years until barcode registration labels were intro-

duced. 

RL 0Aa RL 0Ab RL 0Ac 

RL 0Ad RL 0Ae 

FONT TYPE 1 FONT TYPE 2 FONT TYPE 3 

BIG NUMBER FONT 

SMALL NUMBER FONT 

RL 0Ba RL 0Bb RL 0Bc 

RL 0Bd RL 0Be 

WITH PREFIX 

WITHOUT PREFIX 

RL 1a RL 1b RL 1c 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chain_of_custody
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chain_of_custody
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postal_stationery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorting_office
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Top of “4 ”רmm Top of “5 ”רmm 

RL 2Aa RL 2Ab 

RL 2Ac 

RL 2Ba RL 2Bb RL 2Bc RL 2Bd 

RL 2Ca RL 2Cb 

RL 2Da RL 2Db RL 2Dc 

RL 2Dd RL 2De 

RL 2E RL 2F 

RL 3a RL 3b RL 3c 

RL 4Aa RL 4Ab 

RL 4Ba RL 4Bb 

Cream carrier paper. 
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  RL 0-  British Mandate type label printed in blue on white 
paper. Perf. Printed in H strips. 

   A-Blank without locality name. 
a)Perf. 13 with big serial number. 
b)Perf. 14.5 with big serial number. 
c)Perf. 13 with line below space for locality name & big seri-
al number. 
d)Perf. 15 with small serial number. 
e) Perf. 15 specially overprinted for TABUL exhibition. With 
small s.n. 
    B– With locality name.   
a)Perf. 13. Font type 1. 
b)Perf. 14.5. Font type 1. 
c)Perf. 14.5. Font type 2. 
d)Perf. 15. Font type 3.With small s.n. 
e)Perf. 15. Font type 3 without prefix in serial number.Small 
s.n. 

Those labels were used for a long time until stocks were 
fully exhausted . Examples are known even from the mid    
50 s’. 

     

  RL 1-  British Mandate labels  overprinted with bilingual 
locality name  and Hebrew “ר”. Used for short time in 1949 
–1950  in a few places. 

a)Perf. 13. With big s.n font. 
b)Perf. 14.5. With big s.n font. 
Perf. 15. With small s.n font. 

  RL 2-  Israeli bilingual hebrew-english type used for 50 
years until new barcode type labels were introduced. Print-
ed in blue ink (diff. shades) on white paper. Printed in coils. 

 

   A-Blank without locality name . Top of “4 ”רmm. 
a)With 4 digits in s.n.Perf. 11. 
b)With 5 digits in s.n.Perf. 11. 
c)With 6 digits in s.n. With rounded corners .Printed on self 
adh. paper. Cream carrier paper. 
 
    B-Blank without locality name . Top of “5 ”רmm. 
a)With 4 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
b)With 5 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
c)With 5 digits in s.n. Rouletted. 
d)With 6 digits in s.n. Rouletted. 
e)With 6 digits in s.n.Imperf. Printed on self adh. paper. 
 
    C– With locality name . Top of “4 ”רmm. 
a)With 4 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
a)With 5 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
 
    D– With locality name . Top of “5 ”רmm. 
a)With 4 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
b)With 5 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
c)With 5 digits in s.n. Rouletted. 
d)With 6 digits in s.n. Rouletted. 
e)With 6 digits in s.n. Imperf. Printed on self adh. paper. 
 
 
     E – With locality name . Top of “5 ”רmm. 3 lines of text. 
Rouletted. 
 
     F – With locality name . Small format with rounded cor-
ners. Printed on self adh. Paper. Blue printing with black 5 
digits number. 
Many types of fonts were used for locality name. Since a 
few thousands labels exist their detailed listing would take 
many many pages. Only main types are listed here. 

  RL 3-  As type 2 but without the line separating locality 
name and s.n. Printed in blue on white paper. Perf.11. 
a)3 lines text . With 4 didits s.n.   
b)3 lines text . With 5 didits s.n.     
c)4 lines text . With 4 didits smaller font s.n.  
Labels of this type were used for mobile post  offices & 
offices in different institutions like science centers, hospitals 
and airports.  

   RL 4-  As type 2 but higher with trilingual text-Hebrew-
Arabic-English.  
    A– Top of “4 ”רmm. 
a) With 4 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
b) With 5 digits in s.n. Perf. 11. 
    B– Top of “4 ”רmm. 
a)With 6 digits in s.n. Rouletted. 
b)With 6 digits in s.n.Imperf. Printed on self adh. paper. 
 

Labels of this type were used for mobile post  offices ,arab 
villages & offices opened in the territories occupied by   
Israel in 1967. 
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No  Place name  A –YELLOWISH PAPER 

perf. 10.5 

B—PURE WHITE PAPER 

perf.10.5 
REGO-1 blank X X 

REGO-2 blank (roul.) X X 

REGO-3 AFULA  X 

REGO-4 AKKO X X 

REGO-5 ASHDOD  X 

REGO-6 ASHQELON  X 

REGO-7 BEER SHEVA X  

REGO-8 Beer Sheva X  

REGO-9 BET DAGAN X  

REGO-10 ELAT X  

REGO-11 HADERA X  

REGO-12 HAIFA X X 

REGO-13 HAIFA (roul.)  X 

REGO-14 Herzliya ? ? 

REGO-15 HOLON  X 

REGO-16 JERUSALEM X X 

REGO-17 JERUSALEM (roul.)  X 

REGO-18 KEFAR SAVA  X 

REGO-19 Kefar Yona ? ? 

REGO-20 Nahariya X  

REGO-21 NETANYA X X 

REGO-22 NAZARETH X X 

REGO-23 Nazerat Illit  X 

REGO-24 PETAH TIQWA X  

REGO-25 Qiryat Mal’akhi  X 

REGO-26 RAMAT GAN X X 

REGO-27 RAMLA  X 

REGO-28 REHOVOT X  

REGO-29 TEL AVIV-YAFO X X 

REGO-30 TEL AVIV-YAFO (roul.)  X 

REGO-31 TIBERIAS X X 

REGO-32 Tirat Karmel ? ? 

REGO-33 Yavne X X 

REGO-34 Yokne’am X  

REGO-35 Zefat  X 

REGO-36 small –blank  X 

REGO-37 small– HAIFA X X 

REGO-38 small-JERUSALEM X X 

REGO-39 small– TEL AVIV-YAFO  X 

OFFICIAL REGISTERED MAIL LABELS 

          According to the official decree of the postmaster Mr. A. Rena dated September 3, 1966 and numbered 43/66 the Israeli 

post issued on January 4th, 1966 special labels for registered letters of different official government departments. Their status 

of being real also a real stamps and not only simple registration labels can not be doubted because:                                                        

1)They were sold to the official departments in advance  in rolls of 500 or 1000 labels for the price of the postage + registration 

fee (less “Defense Stamp”). Sales were executed only in full rolls and  only against money transfer (not cash).                               

2)They ought to be cancelled by a date postmark like any other stamps, though this was not always done in daily practice.              

Although those labels can be fully considered as official stamps  they are not listed in any modern catalog and many collectors 

even don’t know about their existence. 

 

Those labels were first issued in a “big” format

– frame size 38 x 21 mm. During the seventies 

(exact date is nor known) some of the labels 

were also issued in a smaller size 38 x 18 mm. 

The perforations remained the same .Those 

labels were sold in rolls of 100. Some of the 

labels were issued roulette instead of perforat-

ed.                                                                                       

Three variations of green color are known , but 

since since it was no strict control during the 

printing it can be expected that all the labels 

may possibly have many shades. The three 

main shades that can be found are: olive, blu-

ish-green, dark green. Two paper types were 

used for printing:                                                                                                           

A– light creamy paper. Occurs mostly with with 

olive print.                                                                                                                 

B– pure white paper.                                                                                                            

Cancellation of those labels occurred in differ-

ent ways. Very often the labels were not can-

celled at all. Sometimes they were cancelled by 

hand (ball pen) & most frequently they were 

cancelled by regular postmark or official ca-

chet.  On the blank labels the name of the lo-

cality was written by hand in Hebrew or in 

scarcer occasions marked by a little violet rub-

ber stamp in Hebrew only. In most cases the 

name of the locality was not written or marked 

at all & the only way to verify the locality is by a 

postmark on the envelope. 

Big size 38 x 21 Small size 38 x 21 

Yellowish & pure 

 white papers 

Locality marked by 

rubber stamp 

Handwritten locality 
name 
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Label cancelled by official cachet 
Label cancelled by regular postmark 

It is now known exactly when the use of official regis-

tration labels was stopped, but the latest date in my 

collection is 14.3.86 & it was used on mail bag tag sent 

from the Philatelic Services in Jaffa to Bat Yam GPO. I 

have also seen label imprinted on IDF official envelope 

used even in 1987, but possibly it was use of remain-

ders. I think that the use was possibly stopped with the 

establishment of Israel Postal Authority in 1986 . 

Those labels were also sometimes imprinted directly on the envelopes making it some kind of official stationary. Payment in 

advance for printing such stationary had to be made like in the case of regular labels. Generally the imprinted models were 

larger & in most cases they were not cancelled by a postmark since it was harder or almost impossible to reuse them. Most of 

the known examples of such stationary is from official institutions in Tel Aviv & IDF, but examples from Haifa are also known. 

Examples from other cities possibly also exist. The color of the labels imprinted on stationary  was not often green & exam-

ples printed in red or  even black are known. 

Label used on tag of registered mail bag– latest known date 

IDF stationary with imprinred label 

Another IDF example in printed in red 

Philatelic Services stationary example 

Two examples of Bank of Israel stationary printed in green & black ink. A.R service also added. 
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BARCODE REGISTERERED MAIL LABELS 

      Traditionally, registered mail was a manual process which gave rise to a great variety of distinctive hand stamps and regis-
tration labels. Many countries have even issued special postal stationery for registered mail. . Today, however, the registration 
process is largely computerized with barcode registration labels replacing the traditional analog labels having only a printed 
serial number.In most countries, the use of registered mail require labels with a 13-digit reference number and corresponding 
barcode. This special 13 digit number standard was authorized by UPU for postal service in 1986, but even before trials took 
place in different places. The leading country in barcode introduction for postal use was Japan where the first mass emission 
of barcode registration labels was made in 1982. The use of barcodes to identify postal items has started gradually in different 
countries and was mainly driven by the development of EMS service. The first two letters of the 13 digit barcode indicate the 
kind of registration service (usually "RR") while the last 2 letters usually represent the country where the registered item was 
posted. E.g. RR913282511SG indicating Singapore or RR123456785IL indicating Israel. Such labels were first introduced in Isra-
el in 1995 when the Postal Authority started a process of computerizing of it’s mail delivery services but some experiments 
with barcodes were made even before . Following an experimental period various barcode labels were introduced for each 
kind of registered mail starting from April 1999 . 

          Generally, the item is pre-paid with the normal postage rate and an additional charge known as a registration fee. In Isra-
el nowadays registration fee exists only for international mail & for internal mail special registered mail tariffs exist .Upon pay-
ment of this fee the sender is given a receipt, and a unique numbered registration label is affixed to the letter. As the letter 
travels from post office to post office and through any sorting office, it has to be signed for on a ledger. This process is com-
pleted when the letter is delivered and the receiver signs for the item. With computerization and barcode technology, much of 
the logging once done manually has become simpler and leads to greater options for the sender and receiver alike to access 
the status of their shipment via the internet. Israel Post provides tracing information for registered items on it’s website. 

Nowadays the following types of registered mail are known to be offered by  Israel Post to it’s clients:                                                

Regular registered mail.The service is available for letters, postcards and printed matter up to 2 kg. inside Israel and abroad. 
Special barcode label type RRB is used for this service.                                                                                   

Registered mail with advice of delivery.The service is available for letters, postcards and printed matter up to 2 kg. inside Isra-
el and abroad. With this service, the client can be sure that the recipient has received his  shipment, as  the sender will receive 
the original proof of receipt that the recipient has signed. Special barcode label type RAB is used for this type of mail.  

Registerd mail with scanned advice of delivery. This service is similar to regular advice of delivery , but has two main differ-
ences. It can be used only for inland mail & the advice of delivery in not only sent to the sender by mail stream, but it also 
scanned and can be viewed on Israel Post website. Special barcode label type RCB is used for this type of registered mail. 

Military  registered mail . This kind of registered mail is intended only for registered mail of Israel Defense Forces  and is used 
for sending mail to civil and government organizations ,citizens and reservists. Barcode label type RRMD is used for this type of 
mail. 

Registered mail with judicial delivery. This kind of registered mail was also invented especially for business clients of Israel 
Post such as law & notary offices. Barcode label type RSB is used for this kind of mail. The postman is visiting the recipient 3 
times in order to deliver item sent by this kind of mail & in addition special advice of delivery is sent to the sender after deliv-
ery. This service is available inside Israel only. Before the advice of the delivery is sent to the sender advocate comes to the 
post office and the postman officially signs that he really has delivered the item to the recipient. Such advice of delivery can be 
used as official evidence in court. It is possible to ask the post office to search and find the address of the recipient if not 
known. It is done as additional service and in for this purpose special orange label is used. Real post items of this type of regis-
tered mail are extremely rare & I have not seen even one such item. As I know this service was possibly discontinued due to 
low demand. 

Registered mail with combined delivery. This kind of mail was invented especially for big business clients of Israel Post. Bar-
code label type  RIB is used for this kind of mail. Postman is visiting the recipient 3 times in order to deliver the item sent by 
this kind of mail & in addition special advice of delivery type   is sent to the sender after delivery. The service is available only 
in Israel. Real post items of this type of registered mail are extremely rare & I have not seen even one such item.  

Foreign Incoming registered mail. Incoming registered mail from most countries usually is not marked by Israel Post except 
for mail with damaged or not standard barcodes or registration numbers. Unfortunately Israel post refused to give me any 
information regarding this issue ,but I do know that 2 special barcode labels exist for this purpose: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postal_stationery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barcode
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorting_office
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-Type I label- On this type the original item number given to it abroad is printed as is. As I understand it is done when the bar-
code is of standard type but has any damage which prevents the barcode reader from recognizing it. 

-Type II label -Comes as I know with already preprinted barcode ending with XX & as I understand this type of barcode is used 
when barcode is not of 13 digits standard or when old  type registration label is present on the postal item.  

  RRB 1-  IPA logo ,big size 45 x 75 mm  

                    a– small font with dashes 

                    b– big font  

Known printings dates: 3.99 

  RRB 2-  IPA logo ,small size 45 x 60 mm  

                    a– small font with dashes 

                          Known printings dates: 1.00 

                    b– big font  with dashes 

                           Known printings dates: 8.00 
  RRB 3-  IPA logo , small size 45 x 60 mm with IPA website     

address www.postil.com 

                  Known printings dates: 1.01 

 
RRB 4-  IPA logo , small size 45 x 60 mm with IPA website     

address www.postil.com and additional text. Different 
font sizes exist  

                  Known printings dates: 05.02,12.02,07.03,08.03, 

             10.04,03.05,08.05,11.05 

   RRB 5-  IPC logo , small size 45 x 60 mm with Israel Post 
website  address www.israelpost.com           and additional 

text.  

                  Known printings dates: 4.06,6.06,08.06,07.07, 

           03.08,09.08,01.09,01.10,7.10,01.11,06.11,01.12, 

            03.12,10.12,1.13,4.13,7.13,02.13,10.13,07.14 

   RRB 6-  IPC   logo , small size 45 x 60 mm with Israel Post 
website  address www.israelpost.com           and additional 

text+ additional printing date on each tab. 

                  Known printings dates: 11.14,2.15,3.15,5.15, 

               10.15,7.15,05.16,8.16 

   RRB 7-  IPC  logo , small size 45 x 60 mm with Israel Post 
website  address www.israelpost.com           and additional 

text+ additional printing date on each tab.  Font of the 
label and barcode changed. 

                  Known printings dates: 12.16,04.17,06.17 

Big size 45x 75 mm with small and big font– RRB1a & b 

Small size 45x 60 mm—RRB 2a & b 

RRB 3 RRB 4 RRB 5 RRB 6 RRB 7 

REGULAR REGISTERED MAIL LABELS 
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REGISTERED MAIL WITH ADVICE OF DELIVERY LABELS 

  RAB 1-  IPA logo with printing info. in the bottom. 

a)With small barcode font. 

b)With large barcode font. 

    Known printing dates : 2.2000, 6.00 

  RAB 2-  IPA logo with printing info. on the right side and 
small website address in bottom. 

 

    Known printing dates : 1.2002 

  RAB 3-  IPA logo with printing info. and website address 
in the bottom. 

 

    Known printing dates : 1.2001 

   RAB 4-  IPA logo with printing info. on the right side and 
large website address in bottom.  

a)Small thick barcode font. 

b)Medium barcode font with large letters.  

c)Large thick barcode font. 

 

    Known printing dates : 03.02, 08.03, 03.05 

   RAB 5 -  IPA logo with printing info. on the right side and 
large website address in bottom.  

 

    Known printing dates : 08.06, 07.07, 01.08, 03.08, 
09.08,10.09, 01.10, 06.11, 07.12, 06.13, 11.13, 11.14, 
2.17, 

    RAB 6 -  IPA logo with printing info. on the right side 
and large website address in bottom. Printing date on 
each of the detachable coupons. 

     Known printing dates : 10.15, 04.16 

RAB 1a RAB 1b 

RAB 2 RAB 3 

RAB 4a RAB 4b RAB 4c RAB 5 RAB 6 
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REGISTERED MAIL WITH SCANNED ADVICE OF DELIVERY 

  RCB 1-  IPC logo ,thick barcode font, printing date on the 
right side only.  

                    Known printings dates: 5.09, 04.10, 06.10, 
11.10, 02.11, 08.11, 01.12, 06.13, 04.14 

  RCB 2-  IPC logo ,thick barcode font, printing date on the 
right side & on each of the detachable coupons. 

                    Known printings dates: 5.15, 8.15 

  RCB 3-  IPC logo ,thin barcode font, printing date on the 
right side & on each of the detachable coupons. 

                    Known printings dates: 4.17 

REGISTERED MAIL WITH JUDICIAL DELIVERY LABELS 

  RSB 1– Orange with Israel Post  Company logo   

        

             Known printings dates: 8.09 

RSB 1 

It is possible to ask the post office to search and find the address of 
the recipient if not known for additional fee. Special label for this ser-
vice exists– RSL 

Known printings dates: 2.11 

RCB 1 RCB 2 

RCB 3 
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REGISTERED MAIL WITH COMBINED DELIVERY LABELS 

  RIB 1-  With IPC logo 

       Known printings dates: 8.06 

  RIB 2-  With bigger IPC logo ang bigger        

          printing info. font  and diff. barcode font  

                

              Known printings dates: 3.09 

MILITARY REGISTERED MAIL LABELS 

         RRMB 1-  IPA logo with small barcode font, 
with website info. 

       

    Known printings dates: 10.03 

         RRMB 2-  IPA logo with large barcode font , 
website info.                                                

    Known printings dates: 10.04 

RRMB 3-  IPC  logo with website address 
www.israelpost.co.il 

     Known printings dates: 6.06,10.07,10.09,7.10, 

     10.13 

 
RRMB 1 RRMB 2 

RRMB 3 

RIB 1 RIB 2 
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INCOMING REGISTERED MAIL LABELS 

  IRW 1-  White with IPA logo , without line above the     
barcode               

   

       Known printings dates: 11.01 

 IRW 2-  White with IPA logo , with line above the         
barcode               

   

       Known printings dates: 4.02 

 IRW 3-  White with IPA logo , with line above the         
barcode  & website address          

   

       Known printings dates: 3.04 
IRW 4-  White with IPC  logo , with line above the     bar-

code               

   

       Known printings dates: 7.06 

  IRBY 1-   

 

     Known printings dates: 3.99 

IRBY 1 

IRW 1 IRW 2 

IRW 3 IRW 4 
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AIR & PRIORITY MAIL SERVICE  

      Delivery of mails by air transport on a regular basis began worldwide about 100 years ago. Regular airmail service was first 
offered to the citizens by the postal authorities during the British rule in Palestine. Airmail service in the State of Israel began 
only a few days after the proclamation of independence. Until the Lydda airport was liberated, Haifa airport was used for 
sending and receiving airmail dispatches until November of 1948. Airmail is an auxiliary service available for letters, packets 
and parcels in addition to other auxiliary services like registration or advice of delivery.  Since the fact that in recent years lo-
gistics traffic improved drastically ,the postal services have much more ways for sending mail fast , in a reliable way, and using 
only air transport is not always the fastest and the best way of delivery. Because of that it was decided by many UPU members 
that the name “AIRMAIL” is no longer suitable and a new name  “PRIORITY MAIL” was introduced for this service. Priority mail 
service assures that the mail item is delivered by the fastest way available for delivery including air transport, railways, auto-
mobiles etc. In Israel first priority mail labels were introduced in 2009. It is a very interesting fact that only the English name of 
the service was changed on the labels and the Hebrew name remained the same . 

                                                                                 AIRMAIL LABELS 

  Airmails labels were printed in several formats which are shown below: 

      AML 0-  British mandate label type perf. 12.5 .                 
Continued to be used for several years until stocks   
exhausted. Shades of blue vary from light blue to dark 
blue. Pinted in big sheets. 

 
AML 1-  “Wings” emblem printed in blue in several       

formats :             

   a) Perf. 13.25 X 11. Printed in big sheets. 

   b) Perf. 14. Printed in H strips. 

   c) Perf. 11.5. Printed in H strips. 

   d) Perf. 11.5 . Printed in big sheets 

AML 2-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem   printed in 
blue in several  types:             

a)Perf. 11.5. Printed in H strips. Shades from dark        
blue to light blue. 

   b)Perf. 14. Printed in H strips. Shades from light & 
dark blue to greenish blue. 

c)Perf. 14.    Printed in H strips     on paper with    
“RUNNING STAG”       watermark. Shades from light 

blue   to dark blue. 

      d)Perf. 14. Printed in H strips on shiny chalky paper.  
3 main shades exist: blue, sky blue,                              

light greenish blue. 

e)  Rouletted. Printed in H strips.      Grey  blue. 

         f)Rouletted. Printed in horiz. rolls .      Sky blue. 

 

 
     AML 3-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem   printed in 

blue , but the Hebrew spelling changed two     “ו” 
instead of one like in previous type. H strips. 

   

       

“H“s trips with horizontal 

perforation only. 

Big sheets with horiz. & vert. perf. 

“Running stag”   

watermark 

Rolls with vertical rouletting 

AML 0 

AML 1 from big sheets & H strips 

AML 2  different types examples 

AML 3 Hebrew spelling changed . Two “ו” instead of one 

like in previous type. 
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      AML 4-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white 
borders . Printed in  H strips. Perf 14. Many shade     

exist: light blue, blue, light greenish blue. 

 

     AML 5-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white   
borders . Printed in  horiz. rolls. Perf 14. Many shade     

exist: light blue, blue, grey blue, dark blue. 

         a)Printed on regular paper. 

         b)Printed on UV paper. 

    AML 6-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white 
borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated with rounded 

shape. Printed on self adh. paper. Grey blue. 

 

 

     AML 7-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white 
borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed on self 

adh. paper. Blue. 

AML 8-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white bor-
ders . Printing date added.Printed in  rolls.                 

Imperforated . Printed on self adh. paper. Blue. 

Known printing dates:5.94, 1.95 

AML –9  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white bor-
ders with smaller font . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . 

Printed on self adh. paper. Blue. 

Known printing dates:1.96, 2.97 

AML –10  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & smaller-
white borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed 

on self adh. paper. Blue. 

Known printing dates:1.98, 3.99, 1.2001, 2.2002, 
9.2002, 12.04, 3.05, 8.05, 10.05 

AML 11-  With “RUNNING STAG” emblem & white bor-
ders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed on self 

adh. paper. Hebrew spelling changed two     “ו” instead 
of one like in previous types.Blue. 

Known printing dates:2.00, 2.00, 7.03 

PML –12  With Israel Post Company emblem ,without 
white borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed 

on self adh. paper. Sky blue. 

Known printing dates:4.06, 6.06 

PML –13  With Israel Post Company emblem & white 
borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed on self 

adh. paper. Sky blue. 

Known printing dates:8.06, 7.07, 02.08 

AML 4 

AML 5 

AML 6 

AML 7 

AML 8 

AML 9 

AML 10 

AML 11 

AML 12 

AML 13 
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PML –1  With Israel Post Company emblem & white 
borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed on self 

adh. paper. Sky blue. 

Known printing dates:01.09, 5.10 

PML 1-  With Israel Post Company emblem & white 
borders. With bigger font.Printed in  rolls. Imperforat-

ed . Printed on self adh. paper. Sky blue. 

Known printing dates:10.11 ,11.12 ,1.14 ,12.16 

 

PML –3  With Israel Post Company emblem ,without 
white borders . Printed in  rolls. Imperforated . Printed 

on self adh. paper. Sky blue. 

Known printing dates:11.12, 7.15 

                                                                               

PRIORITY MAIL LABELS 

PML 1 

PML 2 

PML 3 

Since the fact that in recent years logistics traffic improved drastically ,the postal services have much more ways for sending 

mail fast , in a reliable way, and using only air transport is not always the fastest and the best way of delivery. Because of that 

it was decided by many UPU members that the name “AIRMAIL” is no longer suitable and a new name  “PRIORITY MAIL” was 

introduced for this service. Priority mail service assures that the mail item is delivered by the fastest way available for delivery 

including air transport, railways, automobiles etc. In Israel first priority mail labels were introduced in 2009. It is a very inter-

esting fact that only the English name of the service was changed on the labels and the Hebrew name remained the same.  
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This auxiliary service is available for registered letters, postcards ,printed matter and parcels inside Israel and abroad. With 

this service, the client can be sure that the recipient has received his  shipment, as  the sender will receive the original proof 

of receipt that the recipient has signed. Stamps were used ot these advices to pay for the service. It is known to me exactly  

when the use of stamps was stopped, but probably it happened during the 60s’.                                                                                                                

ADVICE OF DELIVERY SERVICE 

DOMESTIC ADVICE OF DELIVERY  

ADD 0 
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ADD 1 

ADD 2 

ADD  3 
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ADD 4 

ADD 5 

ADD 6 
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ADD 7 

ADD 8 

ADD 9 
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ADD 10 

ADD 11 

ADD 12 
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  ADD 0– Black printing on pink paper. British Mandate 
trilingual form. 

        

              
 ADD 1– Black printing on white paper. Israel Post logo. 

Known printing dates:1.54 

ADD 2– Black printing on pink cardboard paper. Israel 
Post logo. 

Known printing dates:7.66 

 ADD 3– Black printing on white cardboard paper. Israel 
Post +Ministry of Communications logos. 

Known printing dates:3-4750/7 

   ADD 4– Black printing on white cardboard paper. Minis-
try of Communications logo. 

Known printing dates:3-4750/7, w.o date 

  ADD 5– Blue and red printing on white cardboard paper. 
Israel Postal Authority logo. 

Known printing dates: w.o date 

  ADD 6– Blue and red printing on white cardboard paper. 
Israel Postal Authority logo. With self adh. detachable  

part. 

Known printing dates: 4.92 
   ADD 7– Blue and red printing on white cardboard paper. 

Israel Postal Authority logo. With self adh. detachable  
part. 

Known printing dates: 7.94 
  ADD 8– Blue , red &  green printing on white cardboard 

paper. Blue IPA logo. Self adh. detachable. 

Known printing dates: 4.97 

    ADD 9– Blue , red & bluish green printing on white card-
board paper. Red IPA logo. With Self adh. detachable . 

Known printing dates: 2.99 

  ADD 10– Blue , red & bluish green printing on white 
cardboard paper. Red IPA logo. With Self adh. detacha-

ble  . Diff. fonts. 

Known printing dates: 2.00 
  ADD 11– Blue , red & bluish green printing on white 

cardboard paper. Red IPA logo +website adress. Self adh. 
detachable .  

Known printing dates: 8.05 

ADD 13 

ADD 14 
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  ADD 12– Blue , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable .  

Known printing dates: 05.09 

ADD 13– Blue , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable . Diff. fonts. 

Known printing dates: 5.10, 10.10 

ADD 14– Blue , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable . Diff. fonts. 

Known printing dates: 01.12, 08.12 

 

 

 

ADDS 1 

ADDS 2 

DOMESTIC  SCANNED ADVICE OF DELIVERY  

For an additional fee the advice of delivery is scanned and can be seen on IPC website.                                                                                                                
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 ADDS 1– Green , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable .  

        

             Known printings dates: 6.10 

   ADDS 2– Green , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable . Different fonts.        

             Known printings dates: 11.12 

  ADDC 1– Blue , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable .  

             Known printings dates: 11.07 

    ADDC 2– Blue , red & pink printing on white cardboard 
paper. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable .  

             Known printings dates: 4.16 

ADDC  1 

ADDC  2 

DOMESTIC  COMBINED DELIVERY ADVICE OF DELIVERY  

For an additional fee the postman is visiting the recipient 3 times in order to deliver the item sent by this kind of mail & in 

addition special advice of delivery is sent to the sender after delivery.  
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  ADDC 1– Blue & orange printing on white cardboard pa-
per. IPC logo. Self adh. detachable .  

             Known printings dates: 9.09 

ADDJ  1 

JUDICIAL DELIVERY ADVICE OF DELIVERY  

For an additional the postman is visiting the recipient 3 times in order to deliver item sent by this kind of mail & in addition 

special advice of delivery is sent to the sender after delivery. This service is available inside Israel only. Before the advice of 

the delivery is sent to the sender advocate comes to the post office and the postman officially signs that he really has deliv-

ered the item to the recipient. Such advice of delivery can be used as official evidence in court.  
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ADI 0 

ADI 1 

ADI 2 

 INTERNATIONAL  ADVICE OF DELIVERY  
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ADI 3 

ADI 4 

ADI 5 

INVERTED IPA LOGO 
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ADI 6 

ADI 7 

ADI 8 
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ADI 9 

ADI 10 

ADI 11 
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ADI 12 

ADI 13 
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  ADI 0– Black printing on white cardboard paper. British 
mandate trilingual form. 

    ADI 1– Black printing on pink cardboard paper.  

 

Known printing dates:10.58, 7.59 

    ADI 2– Black printing on pink cardboard paper. Diff.   
font. 

Known printing dates:12.66, 4.70, 5.77, w.o date 

   ADI 3– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. Diff.   font 
& design . 

 

   ADI 4– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With in-
verted IPA logo. 

 

   ADI 5 – Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  IPA 
logo. 

                Known printing dates: 2.90 

    ADI 6– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  IPA 
logo. With self adh. detachable parts. 

               Known printing dates: 2.92 

    ADI 7– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  IPA 
logo. With self adh. detachable parts. Different design.  

               Known printing dates: 9.96 

    ADI 8– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  IPA 
logo.  Self adh. detachable  . Different design.  

               Known printing dates: 5.01 

    ADI 9– Blue printing on light pink cardboard paper. 
With  IPC logo.  Self adh. detachable  .  

               Known printing dates: 8.06, 9.06 

   ADI 10– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  
IPC logo.  Self adh. detachable  .  

               Known printing dates: 11.08, 03.10, 10.10 

   ADI 11– Blue printing on pink cardboard paper. With  
IPC logo.  Self adh. detachable  .  

               Known printing dates:01.12, 04.11 

   ADI 12– Blue & pink  printing on white cardboard paper. 
With  IPC logo.  Self adh. detachable  .  

               Known printing dates:05.12 

   ADI 13– Blue & pink  printing on white cardboard paper. 
With  IPC logo.  Self adh. detachable  . Different fonts. 

               Known printing dates:07.15 
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EXPRESS MAIL LABELS 

Express mail is an accelerated mail delivery service for which the customer pays a surcharge and receives faster  de-

livery. Express mail is a service for domestic and international mail and is in most countries . In Israel this service is 

offered to customer by the post office from the fist days of it’s operation . During the sorting process such items are 

sorted , dispatched and delivered first. This service remained mainly unchanged until about 1997 when the use of 

express label familiar for many years was stopped & the service was divided into a few separate express services. 

      EXI 0-  Red on white paper. British Mandate label con-
tinued to be used until stocks exhausted. 

      EXI 1-  Red  on white  paper. With two “S” in express 
word. Printed in big sheets. Rouletted. 

 

      EXI 2-  Red  on white  paper. With one“S” in expres 
word. Printed in big sheets. Perf. 11 

     EXI 3-  Red  on white  paper. With one“S”  and apostro-
phe above “E” in expres word. Printed in big sheets. Perf. 
11 or rouletted. 

a) Perf 11 . Printed in H strips. 

b) Rouletted . Printed in big sheets. 

     EXI 4-  Red  on white  paper. With one“S”  and apostro-
phe above “E” in expres word. Printed in H strips. 

a) Perf. 11 

b) Perf. 13.5 

c) Perf 14.5 

d) Perf. 14.5 on fluorescent paper. 

e) Rouletted , printed in  horizontal rolls. 

    EXI 5-  Red  on white  paper. With one“S”  and apostro-
phe above “E” in expres word. Printed in H strips. Bigger 
label format. Perf. 14 

    EXI 6- Red  on white  paper. With one“S”  and apostro-
phe above “E” in expres word. Hebrew text changed to 
“ מסירה מיחדת“ Printed in H strips. . Perf. 14 

Shades from orange red to dark red and carmine. 

    EXI 7- Red  on white  paper. With one“S”  and apostro-
phe above “E” in expres word. Hebrew text changed to 
“ מסירה מיחדת“ Printed in H strips. Rouletted. 

a)Frame 30.5 x 15 mm. 

EXI 0 

EXI 1 

EXI 2 EXI 3 

EXI 4 

EXI 4 

EXI 5 

EXI 6 

EXI 7a EXI 7b 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fee
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INTERNATIONAL EXPRESS LABELS 

 

    Approximately around 1997 when the use of express label familiar to us for many years was stopped & the service was divid-

ed into a few separate express services. One of the services was international express the conditions and the tariffs for this 

service remained as before. 

      EXI 1-  Dark red and blue with IPA logo. Printed 
on white self adh. paper.  

               Known printings dates: no date, 8.98,      
3.99 

      EXI 2-  Red and blue with IPA logo. Printed on 
white self adh. paper. Rounded corners. Website 
address on left side. 

                    Known printings dates: 06.02, 03.05 

      EXI 3-  Red and blue with IPC logo. Printed on 
white self adh. paper. Rounded corners. Website 
address below the logo. 

                    Known printings dates: 06.06, 10.11 

     EXI 4-  Red and blue with IPC logo. Printed on 
white self adh. paper. Corners not rounded. Website 
adress below the logo. 

                    Known printings dates: 8.08 

EXI 1 

EXI 2 EXI 3 EXI 4 

ECO POST BARCODE LABELS  

      In 2013 a new international express service called ECO POST was introduced. Items up to 2kg. can be sent using this ser-

vice. The service  is based on EMS service infrastructure and offers tracking on post office website. No signature is required 

upon delivery. 

ECO 1 

      ECO 1-  Multicolor with IPAC logo. Printed on white 
self adh. paper.  

     Known printings dates: 1.13, 12.13, 11.14, 2.15, 8.15, 
11.15, 8.16 
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POST 24 –DOAR 24 LABELS 

       In the beginning 0f 2005 a new domestic postal service called “POST 24” was introduced by the Israel Postal Authority . 

Regular letters sent using this new service are delivered to most of the localities in Israel within 24 hours. To the rest of locali-

ties this kind of mail is delivered in the shortest time possible. Using this service mail-pieces up to 500 gr. can be sent. Since the 

weight was the only restriction in the beginning many client tried to send large sized and fragile items ,and that is why in march 

2008 sending of large sized or fragile items which can not be folded was forbidden. I addition to stamps and envelopes ,special 

labels for“24 POST’ were issued in two sizes. The small label measures 40x19 mm. and the big one measures 120x57mm. The 

small label can be obtained in almost every post office. The big one is extremely rare and known to me only in mint condition. 

     EX24SL 1-Small format 40x19 mm. With the bottom 

line text font italicized. 

      Known printing dates: 9.04, 3.06, 10.11 

     EX24SL 2-Small format 40x19 mm. With the bottom 

line text font regular. 

      Known printing dates: 7.06, 01.08, 02.08, 1.09, 12.14,     

10.16 

      EX24BL 1-Large format 120x57 mm. With the bottom 

line text font regular. 

          Known printing dates: 6.11 

EX24SL 1 

EX24SL 2 

EX24BL 1 
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EXPRESS REGISTERED BARCODE LABELS  

      Approximately  in 1997 the use of barcode labels began for express service. It was a first time the use of barcode labels 

began on a regular basis. Since the technology was new IPA tried different barcode sizes and fonts and because of that al-

most each printing of those  in the first years was somehow different from the previous one. That is why only a significant 

changes in design were listed  as separate types. Those labels were used as I know for domestic service & for incoming inter-

national mail. The orange labels were used for registered express  mail and the red one for regular express. The use of those 

labels was stopped approximately in 2005 after new messengers service division of IPA took the responsibility over all ex-

press services. New forms were introduced instead of labels. 

REGULAR EXPRESS  BARCODE LABELS 

EXBL 1a EXBL 1b EXBL 2 

EXBL 3 EXBL 3 

EXBL 3 

      EXBL 1-  Red and black  . Printed on red self adh. 
paper. No printing date. 

a)With small numerals. 

b)With bigger numerals. 

                     
      EXBL 2-  Red and black  . Printed on white self 
adh. paper. With white space for p.o info printing. 
Long barcode. 

                    Known printings dates: 2.97 

      EXBL 3-  Red and black  . Printed on white self 
adh. paper. With white space for p.o info printing. 
Shorter barcode barcode and smaller font. Every 
printing has different font variants. 

                    Known printings dates: 4.99, 11.99, 2.00 

     EXBL 4-  Red and black  . Printed on white self 
adh. paper. With white space for p.o info printing.  
Every printing has different font variants. With IPA 
logo. 

                    Known printings dates: 1.2001, 03.02, 
1.03, 8.03 

EXBL 4 EXBL 4 EXBL 4 EXBL 4 
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EXPRESS REGISTERED BARCODE LABELS 

EXBL 4 EXBL 4 

      EXBRL 1-  Bright orange & black. Printed on white 
self adh. paper. Without printing date. 

                     

      EXBRL 2-  Orange & black. With white space for 
p.o printing. 

a)With long barcode & small numerals. 

        Known printings dates: 2.97, 1.98 

b)With short barcode & bigger numerals. 

        Known printings dates: 1.98 

       EXBRL 3-  Orange & black. With white space for 
p.o printing. With new barcode standard including IL. 

a)With regular R on label. 

        Known printings dates: 4.99 

b)With inverse R printing on label. 

        Known printings dates: 4.99 

b)With diff. font & longer barcode. 

        Known printings dates: 2.00 

     EXBRL 4-  Orange & black. With white space for p.o 
printing. With new barcode standard including IL.With 
IPA logo. 

a)Big font size & short barcode. 

        Known printings dates: 1.2001 

b)Small font& long barcode. 

        Known printings dates: 4.2002, 10.02 

EXBRL 1 EXBRL 2a 

EXBRL 2a EXBRL 2b 
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      In 2017 a new express domestic service registered express was introduced. Items up to 50 gr. can be sent using this ser-

vice. The service  is based on post 24 service infrastructure and offers tracking on post office website . 

     EXRL 1-Green,red & black on white self adh. paper .          

Known printing dates: 02.17 

     EXRL 2-Brown,red & black on white self adh. paper .           

                         Known printing dates: 04.17 

EXRL 1 EXRL 2 

EXBRL 3a EXBRL 3b EXBRL 3c EXBRL 4a 

EXBRL 4b EXBRL 4b 
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  INSL 1  -  Pink imperf. Printed on cream self adhesive paper. 

Without printing date. 

  INSL 2   - Red imperf. Printed on cream self adhesive paper. 

With IPA logo. 

Known printing dates: 05.05 

 INSL 3 - Red imperf. Printed on cream self adhesive paper. With           

IPC logo & white border . 

Known printing dates: 6.06 

  INSL 4 - Red imperf. Printed on cream self adhesive paper. With           

IPC logo & without white border . 

Known printing dates:1.09 

  INSL 5 - Red imperf. Printed on cream self adhesive paper. With           

IPC logo & without white border . This label  is much bigger 32 x 

60 mm.  

Known printing dates: 7.12 

INSURED MAIL LABELS 

This service enables you to insure the contents of the mail item against the risk of damage, theft or loss. You can insure the contents of pack-

ages and of registered letters. The service is provided at all postal units, apart from mobile post routes. Special fee should be paid for each 

1000 NIS. of insured value up to maximum 25000 NIS . The service existed during the British Mandate period, bus was discontinued after the 

establishment of the state of Israel & was possibly renewed only after the creation of the IPS in the late eighties . The exact F.D of the service 

is not known to me. The fees for this service can be paid by cash or postage stamps & it is available for domestic mail only.  

INSL 1 

INSL 2 

INSL 3 

INSL 4 

INSL 5 

INSURED POST FORMS 

Special forms which have to be used together with the labels were issued for this service. Each form consists of three parts printed on light 

pink , light yellow & white paper  The first pink part is given as a receipt to the sender , the second yellow part is left at the post office & the 

third white part is attached to the letter/parcel. Only forms with Israel Postal Company logo were found by me by I’m sure forms with Israel 

Postal Authority logo also exist & will be found in the future & that is why INSF –1 is reserved for such form. 

  INSF 1-  With IPA logo ?? 

Known printing dates: ?? 

  INSF 2 -  With IPC logo & long barcode. 

Known printing dates: 6.06 

  INSF 3-  With IPC logo & short barcode. 

Known printing dates: 9.06 

  INSF 4 -  With IPC logo & short barcode. SMS service 

added. 

Known printing dates: 12.08 
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INSF 3 

INSF 4 

INSF 2 
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CASH ON DELIVERY  SERVICE  LABELS 

The COD (Cash on Delivery) service enables the sender to send a package or registered mail item and to collect money from 

the addressee by means of the postal service, upon delivery of the item to the addressee, and the sum of money is then sent to 

the sender. The service is provided at all postal units. Special fee should be paid for this service in addition to the regular 

letters/parcels rates. It took several years until COD service was renewed in Israel , but it is available until now only for  domes-

tic mail. 

  CODL 1 -  Triangular ,red .Text in Hebrew & French. 

            a) Rouletted  

   CODL 2 - Triangular ,red .Text in Hebrew only. 

            a) Perf. 11 

             b) Perf 11 +rouletted 

    CODL 3 -  Rectangular with IPA logo,red. On cream self   

adhesive carrier paper. 

Known printings dates:5.92 

    CODL 4 -  Rectangular with IPA logo, ping red. On cream 

self adhesive carrier paper. 

Known printings dates:1.93 

    CODL 5 -  Rectangular with IPC logo, ping red. On cream 

self  adhesive carrier paper. 

Known printings dates:7.06 

CODL 1 

CODL 2 

CODL 3 

CODL 4 

CODL 5 
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  CODLF 0 -  British mandate trilingual C.O.D forms stock 

remainders were used until israeli ones were printed. 

   CODLF 1 - Israeli label in Hebrew only with Israel Post  

logo. 

    CODLF 2 -  Label with Ministry of Communications logo. 

C.O.D SPECIAL LABEL FORMS 

Special label forms with glue layer  on back were issued for parcels & packets .All the needed information was written on those 

forms.  

CODLF 0 

CODLF 1 

CODLF 2 
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C.O.D SPECIAL LABEL FORMS 

Special  forms for parcels & packets .All the needed information was written on those forms. It is not known in which cases exactly 

all the forms & labels were used in each case in earlier years since the information is not available now. The interesting fact is that 

in earlier years postage stamps were used on C.O.D forms & this fact makes them very interesting philatelic items. In our days 

C.O.D fees can also be paid by stamps, but the stamps should be attached to the letter/parcel and not to the form itself. Modern 

forms consist of three parts printed on light yellow .The first part is given as a receipt to the sender , the second  part is  left at the post office 

& the third  part is attached to the letter/parcel. 

  CODF 1 -  Form 245  with Israel Post logo 

   CODF 2 - Modern form with IPA logo. 

Known printings dates: 5.05 

    CODF 3 -  IPC logo with barcode on upper right side. 

Known printings dates: 8.06 

    CODF 4 -  IPC logo with in the upper middle side. 

Known printings dates: 9.10 

CODF 1 

CODF 2 
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CODF 3 

CODF 4 
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DOMESTIC PARCELS FORMS 

     Domestic parcels service continued to function without any problems since the proclamation of the independence. British man-

date forms continued to be used for several years until their stock was exhausted. Some of the forms were hand stamped with the 

inscription “ טופס זמני-מדינת ישראל ” = STATE OF ISRAEL-TEMPORARY FORM. 

 

טופס זמני-מדינת ישראל  = STATE OF 

ISRAEL-TEMPORARY FORM 

PDF 0 PDF 0 

PDF 0 
PDF 1 
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PDF 2 

PDF 3 

PDF 4 
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PDF 5a 

PDF 6a 

PDF 5b 

PDF 6b PDF 7a 
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PDF 7b 

PDF 8 

PDF 9 
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PDF 9 

PDF 10 

PDF 11 

PDF 12 
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PDF 13 

  PDF 0– Black printing on pink ,dark pink or orange     
cardboard paper. British Mandate trilingual form. 

     

    a) Without hand stamped overprint. 

    b) With hand stamped overprint. 

       

              
      PDF  1– Black printing on pink cardboard paper.            
Rouletted. With Israel Post logo. 

Known printing dates: 5.51  

    PDF  2– Black printing on light brown cardboard paper. 
Rouletted.With Israel Post logo. 

Known printing dates: 5.52  

      PDF  3– Black printing on yellow cardboard paper.      
Perforated.With Israel Post logo.  

Known printing dates: 10.53 

      PDF 4– Black printing on light brown cardboard paper. 
Perforated. With Israel Post logo. 

Known printing dates: without date 

    PDF 5– Black printing on light brown cardboard paper. 
Rouletted. With Israel Post logo. 

a)With big dots on beneath place for written text. 

b)With small dots on beneath place for written text. 

   

      PDF  6– Black printing on light green cardboard paper. 
Rouletted. With Israel Post logo. 

a)7 lines in the COD sum text place. 

b)6 lines in the COD sum text place. 

      PDF  7– Black printing on light green cardboard paper. 
Rouletted. With Ministry of Communications logo. 

a)With form number on top left corner. 

b)With form number in the bottom. 

  PDF  8– Black printing on light green cardboard paper. 
Rouletted. With Ministry of Communications logo. COD 

paragraph changed. 

  PDF  9– Black & red printing  on light green cardboard 
paper. Rouletted. With Ministry of Communications logo. 

COD paragraph changed & security warning added. 

   PDF  10– Black , red & violet printing on white paper. 
Consists of two parts  one of them self adh. detachable. 

With IPA logo.  

Known printing dates:2.98 

  PDF  11– Black , red, pink  & violet printing on white pa-
per. Consists of two parts  one of them self adh. detacha-

ble. With IPA logo.  

Known printing dates:8.05 

  PDF  12– Black , red, pink  & violet printing on white pa-
per. Consists of two parts  one of them self adh. detacha-

ble. With IPC logo.  

Known printing dates:8.06 

  PDF  13– Black , red, pink  & violet printing on white pa-
per. Consists of two parts  one of them self adh. detacha-

ble. With IPC logo. SMS service added. 

Known printing dates:6.07, 7.08, 1.09 

  PDF  14– Black , red & blue printing on white paper. Con-
sists of two parts  one of them self adh. detachable. With 

IPC logo. Design completely changed 

Known printing dates:03.16 
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PIF 0 

PIF 1 

INTERNATIONAL PARCELS FORMS 

     International parcels service was not resumed right after the proclamation of  independence and it took several months and 

even years until international parcels service was fully resumed. British mandate forms continued to be used for several years 

until their stock was exhausted.  
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PIF 2a 

PIF 2b 

PIF 3 
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PIF 4 

PIF 5 

PIF 6a 
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PIF 6b 

PIF 7 

PIF 8 
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PIF 9 

PIF 10 
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PIF 11 

PIF 12 
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PIF 13 

PIF 14 
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 PIF 0– Black printing on white cardboard paper. British 
Mandate trilingual form. 

           

              
    PIF 1– Black printing on white cardboard paper.      

    PIF  2– Black/green printing on  cardboard paper.  

   a)  Black printing on white cardboard paper. 

   b) Green printing on white cardboard paper.    

    PIF 3– Green printing on white cardboard paper. With 
detachable by perf. coupon. 

    PIF 4– Green printing on white cardboard paper. With 2  
detachable by roul. coupons. 

     

   PIF 5– Green printing on white cardboard paper. With 2  
detachable by roul. coupons. Design changed. 

      

    PIF 6– Olive green/green printing on white cardboard 
paper. With 1  detachable by roul. coupon. Israel Post 
logo. 

  a)Olive green printing. 

  b)Green printing. 

    PIF 7– Olive green printing on white cardboard paper. 
With 1  detachable by roul. coupon. New design. 

PIF 8– Green printing on white cardboard paper. With 1  
detachable by roul. coupon. New design. 

PIF 9– Blue printing on white cardboard paper. With 1  
detachable by roul. coupon. New design. 

Known printing dates: w.o date, 8.96 

   PIF 10– Multicolor  printing on white  paper. Consists of 
4 parts one of which is self adh. With almost no text on 

back. IPA logo. 

Known printing dates: 6.99 

  PIF 11– Multicolor  printing on white  paper. Consists of 
4 parts one of which is self adh.IPC logo. With a lot text on 

back+IPC Hebrew logo .  

Known printing dates: 3.06 

   PIF 12– Multicolor  printing on white  paper. Consists of 
4 parts one of which is self adh.IPC logo. With a lot text on 

back+IPC English logo .  

Known printing dates: 1.09 

  PIF 13– Multicolor  printing on white  paper. Consists of 
4 parts one of which is self adh.IPC logo. With a lot text on 

back+IPC English logo+ detaching line on right  .  

Known printing dates: 10.10 

  PIF 13– Multicolor  printing on white  paper. Font 
changed.Consists of 4 parts one of which is self adh.IPC 

logo. With a lot text on back+IPC English logo+ detaching 
line on right+o website address on blue ribbon. 

Known printing dates: 1.13, 06.13 
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 PARCEL POST REGISTRATION LABELS 

     Parcel post registration labels consisted from two parts. The first part was attached to the parcel card and the second part 
was attached to the parcel . British mandate labels were used until the end of 1954. According to post office circular #25 from 
15.12.1954  all old labels had to be sent to the central p.o storage department an from 2.1.1955 only the new Israeli type of 
labels could be used. Those labels continued to be used almost unchanged until their full withdrawal in the summer of 2000 
(p.o circular 177/2000). With the implementation of the computerized barcode registration system it was decided not to print 
special parcels barcode labels and special forms on which the barcode is included were put in use instead. 

Parcel sent from Ben Shemen to Lod  on 31.12.1954 
the last day of British Mandate type labels. 

Parcel sent from Ben Shemen to Lod  on 2.1.1955 the 
last day Israeli type labels 

TYPE 3-CURVED FONT LETTERS-HEIGHT 1.5 mm 

TRILINGUAL & BILINGUAL  USED. IN  

OCCUPIED TERRITORIES P.O 

BLANK WITOUT LOCALITY NAME WITH LOCALITY NAME 

   Since parcel post registration labels were used for a long period of time ,many printing were made using different fonts. From 
the material that I have in my collection I assume that three main types based on the font used for printing of the word 
“ISRAEL” exist.  For cities, localities and organizations with big mail volume labels with printed locality or MPO name were print-
ed. In small postal agencies with small mail volume bank labels with name of the state and parcel number were mostly used. 
Sometimes the name of the locality was added by the postal agent using rubber handstamp . In the territories occupied by   
Israel in 1967 parcel post service was resumed some time after the occupation and labels  were printed for the different offices. 
Not much information is known about those labels since such material is very scarce. Most of such material is philatelic & was 
prepared by Dr. Wallach. Additional research should be made for detailed  listing of such labels. 

EXAMPLES OF MPO PARCEL LABELS 

WITH 3 & 4 TEXT LINES. 

TYPE 2-SMALL STRAIGHT FONT-HEIGHT 1.5  mm 

TYPE 1-LARGE STRAIGHT  FONT-HEIGHT 2 mm 
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 FONT TYPE BLANK LABEL WITH LOCALLITY NAME WITH MPO NAME 

TYPE 1-LARGE STRAIGHT  

FONT-HEIGHT 2 mm 

 

+ 

 

+ 

 

+ 

TYPE 2-SMALL STRAIGHT 

FONT-HEIGHT 1.5  mm 

 

+ 

 

+ 

 

+ 

TYPE 3-CURVED FONT 

LETTERS-HEIGHT 1.5 mM 

 

 

+ 

 

+ 

 

 

+ 

 INCOMING PARCELS BARCODE REGISTRATION LABELS 

    Some of the incoming parcels have problems with the barcodes labels because they were damaged during transportation, 

are of a wrong format which can not be read by IPC equipment or simple don’t have labels with barcodes. In such cases spe-

cial labels are used on which the parcel number is printed  in appropriate IPC format. A few copies are printed and attached to 

different parcel and customs forms. 

 PBI 1– With IPC logo. Printing date and cat. number on 
top left side. 

               Known printing dates:07.09 

              
    PBI 2– With IPC logo. Printing date on top left side & 

cat. no on top right side. 

               Known printing dates:10.15, 1.17 

PBI 1 PBI 2 

ADDITIONAL PARCEL LABELS 

Registered parcel label 

Instructions in case if parcel can not be 

delivered. 
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TAXI POST LABELS 

         Private taxi companies began carrying  mail in Palestine during the early thirties. The Regulations of 1930 clearly claimed 
for the authorities the right/monopoly to deliver letter mail, which was anything up to 250 grams: 
 
“…..  Wherever within Palestine post or post communications are established the Postmaster General possesses , by virtue of 
the Post Office Ordinance (Chapt.115), the exclusive privilege of carrying from one place to another all letters and performing 
all the incidental services of receiving , collecting, dispatching & delivering all letters….”. 
 

         The exclusivity did not extend to parcels, creating some kind of loophole which taxi companies could use describing their 
handling of “consignments”  rather than “letters”. It is known that the Post office sometimes enforced the law & taxi driv-
ers ,found to had been taking letters & packets from one town to another for private persons, had been fined. Taxi companies 
were willing to cooperate with the Post Office, but their offers had not been accepted. The illegal status of this service contin-
ued  for a few years even after the State of Israel was founded. Only in the early 1950’s the Post Office finally acknowledged 
the existence and value of this service and permitted it , upon payment of a special fee, over and above which the company 
was free to charge what it would. Additional services like insurance, COD and express were also offered to the public. 
“Express” service permitted delivery directly to the recipient rather than the recipient having to come to the taxi company 
office. We almost don’t have any official information regarding the fee amount collected for each item. A.H Groten noted in 
his article that the fee was equal to the cost of normal postage & E. Glassman wrote in his catalog that Post Office charged 100 
prutot for each item in the 50’s and 25 agorot in 1974 . 

       Official  special Post Office labels indicating the payment of the special fee were issued and began appearing on envelopes 
about 1953. The exact date of issue of those labels is not known. Post office labels were used to indicate that the charge levied 
by the Post Office on the service had been paid & that is why can be considered as a kind of special postage stamps.  Three 
main types of taxi are known and will be shown here. Additional subtypes can possibly exist , so if you have unlisted subtype 
please let me know so I could add it to my listing. Labels TAXI—Ib-d were rouletted by special roulette which resembles perfo-
ration. 

 
COLOR LOGO  SIZE  TEXT NUMBER STRUCTURE PERF. APPROX. SIZE  NO. 

 

RED 
17 x 13 mm 

15 x 11 mm 

15 x 11 mm 

15 x 11 mm 

Long “ל” 

Short “ל” 

Short “ל” 

Short “ל” 

654321 

 654321*  

654321 

*65432  

66 
rouletted 

rouletted 
rouletted 

21 x 51 mm 

48 x 48 mm 

48 x 48 mm 

48 x 48 mm 

TAXI - Ia 

TAXI - Ib 

TAXI - Ic 

TAXI - Id 

TAXI - II  61 x 12  Very thick letters 654321 66 22 x 50 mm 

 

GREEN 
 

17 x 13 

17 x 13 

17 x 13 with 

thin letters 

 

Thin letters 

Thin letters  

Thin letters 

 
65432 
654321 
654321 

 
66 
66 
66 
 

 

  

Vary from 51 x 57 to 

55 x 59 mm 

 

 

TAXI - IIIa 

TAXI - IIIb 

TAXI - IIIc 

GREEN 9 x 7 mm - 654321 11 33 x 23 mm TAXI - IV 

Long “ל” Short “ל” 

Special roulette  

TYPE  Ia TYPE  Ib TYPE  Ic 

TYPE  Id TYPE  II 

THIN LETTERS IN LOGO 
THICK LETTERS IN LOGO 
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TYPE  IIIa TYPE  IIIb TYPE  IIIc 

TYPE  IV 

Tag of express parcel sent by 

“ATID” taxi parcel service 

Advertisement of “ATID” taxi 

parcel service 

Express letter sent  from Haifa  to Tel Aviv by “KESHER” & “ARIEH”  taxi companies 

Cutout from a parcel sent  from Haifa to Tel Aviv by 

“ALEH” taxi company parcel service 
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mail for blind people label 

  BLDL 1– back printing on white paper. 

        

             Known printings dates: 7.06 

BLDL 1 

UN  label 

Those labels used for sending special mail for the blind/by the blind and organi-

zations. Most of such mail is sent for free or according to special reduced tariffs . 

I have no official information about this label. Probably it 

used to mark shipments containing chemicals & other dan-

gerous or special materials according to international UN 

shipping rules. 

  UNL 1– Black printing on  orange paper. 

        

             Known printings dates: 10.11 

UNL 1 

FAL 1 

MDL 1 

MDL 2 

  MDL 1– Black printing on  bright green paper with IPA 
logo. 

        

             Known printings dates: 6.00 
    MDL 2– Black printing on  bright green paper with Israel 

Post logo. 

        

             Known printings dates: 8.06 

This label is used to mark mail items containing food addi-

tives. Special declaration should be signed by the receiver 

upon delivery. 

  FAL 1– Black printing on  orange paper. 

        

             Known printings dates: 4.10 

This label is used to mark mail items containing medicines . 

Special declaration should be signed by the receiver upon 

delivery. 

Medicines label 

Food additives  label 
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ODL 1 

   ODL 1– Black printing on  brown paper with Israel Post 
logo. 

        

              
    ODL 2– Black printing on  brown paper with Israel Post 

& Ministry of  Communications logos combined.        

              

    ODL 3– Red printing on  white paper  with Israel Post 
Company logo        

             Known printings dates: 08.06, 07.07, 1.09, 11.17 

ODL 2 

ODL 3 

FRL 1 

FRL 2 

  FRL 1– Red printing on  white paper  with Israel Post 
Company logo.              

             Known printings dates: 4.06, 6.06, 8.06, 6.10 

    FRL 2– Red printing on  white paper  with Israel Post 
Company logo  & bigger font.             

             Known printings dates: 8.11, 6.13, 06.15, 12.16 

 RECEIVED OPEN /DAMAGED LABELS 

Those labels  are used repack or seal  postal items damaged 

during  shipment process. Possibly additional types of such 

labels exist & further study needed. 

 FRAGILE  MAIL  ITEMS LABEL 

Those labels  are used to mark mail  items containing fragile 

contents. 
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NDL 1 

NDL 2 

NDL 3 NDRL 1 

  NDRL 1– Black printing on  bright green paper with  IPA 
logo. 

        

             Known printings dates: 10.11 

  NDL 1– Black & red printing on  yellow background , IPC 
logo. Printing details in the bottom. 

        

             Known printings dates: 3.06, 7.06  

    NDL 2– Black & red printing on  orange yellow back-
ground , IPC logo. Printing details on the right side. 

        

             Known printings dates: 2.11, 6.11, 07.15 

    NDL 2—Black & red printing on  yellow background  IPC 
logo. Printing details on the right side. 

 

Known printings dates: 05.14, 11.14 

 NON DELIVERED & RETURNED MAIL  LABELS 

Those labels  are used to mark mail  items which for some 

reason can not be delivered or sent . Used for domestic and 

international mail. 
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SWL 1 SWL 2 

SWL 3 SWL 4 

SWL 5 
SWL 6 

 SECURITY WARNING  LABELS 

Due to the fact that terrorists began mass use of  mail stream in order to send in mail items  containing small hidden 

explosive devices or chemical substances , israeli postal authorities began using from the 1970s  special labels to warn 

the ordinary citizens of  possible danger. Those labels were attached to larger envelopes, packets and parcels that could 

be possibly suspicious. Early labels were tan with red Hebrew lettering, warning citizens not to open letters from un-

known origins.  
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SWL 7 SWL 8 

SWL 9 

SWL 10 

SWL 11 SWL 12 

SWL 13 SWL 14 
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SWL 15 SWL 16 

SWL 17 SWL 18 

SWL 19 

        SWL 1– Red printing on  brown paper .               

        SWL 2– Red printing on  white paper  . 

        SWL 3– Red negative printing on  white paper  . 

        SWL 4– Red negative printing on  brown paper  . 

       SWL 5– Red negative trilingual printing on  white self 
adh.   paper  . 

       SWL 6– Red negative trilingual printing on  white self 
adh.   paper  .With IPA logo. 
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   SWL 7– Red negative trilingual printing on  white self 
adh.   paper with a smaller font size  .With IPA logo. 

    SWL 8– Red or carmine negative trilingual printing on  
white self   adh.   paper with a smaller font size  .With IPA 

logo .Printing date added in the bottom.  

Known printing dates:4.90 
     SWL 9– Red negative & positive four languages  

printing on  white self   adh.   paper .Much smaller for-
mat  .With IPA logo . Printing date in the bottom & white 

line on top. 

Known printing dates:11.92, 1.93 

   SWL 10– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White lines on          

top & bottom.With IPA logo  .Printing date in the bottom. 
Olympics logo. 

Known printing dates:3.92 
   SWL 11– Red negative & positive four languages  

printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          
top .With IPA logo .Printing date in the bottom. Olympics 

logo. 

Known printing dates:7.92 

   SWL 12– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom .With IPA logo on top.Printing date in the 
bottom.  

   SWL 13– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom .With IPA logo on top.Printing date in the 
bottom. Diff. fonts. 

   SWL 14– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          
top only .With IPA logo on top.Printing date in the 

bottom. Diff. fonts. 

   SWL 15– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom.With IPA logo on top.Printing date in the 
bottom. Diff. fonts. Website address added on top. 

   SWL 16– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom.With IPA logo on top.Printing date in the 
bottom. Diff. fonts. Website address added in the bottom. 

   SWL 17– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom.With IPC  logo on right  top.Printing date in 
the bottom. Website address  in the bottom. 

Known printing dates:8.06, 4.07,1.09 

   SWL 18– Red negative & positive four languages  
printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          

top & bottom.With IPC  logo on right top side.Printing 
date in the bottom. Website address on top. 

Known printing dates:08.11, 01.12 
   SWL 19– Red negative & positive four languages  

printing on  white self   adh.   paper .  White line on          
top & bottom.With IPC  logo on left top side.Printing date 

in the bottom. Website address on top. 

 PLEASE LET THE SENDER KNOW YOUR CORRECT ADRESS LABEL 

Those labels  were used to let the receiver know that the 

sender didn’t know his correct address a that the receiver 

should let the sender his correct address. 

  WAL 1– Green negative printing on  white paper. Printed 
in H strips. Perf. 14.         

              

WAL 1 

WAL 1 label used on cover from Germany 
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      CORL 1– Black printing on  white paper  with Israel 
Post  logo.  With a circle for postmark place. With printing 

date.           

             Known printings dates: 2.52 
      CORL 2– Black printing on  white paper  with Israel 

Post  logo.  With a square for postmark place.   Without 
printing date.                      

              

         CORL 3– Black printing on  white paper  with Israel 
Post  logo.  Without printing date.  Printed especially for 
mail opened and resealed in Tel Aviv GPO.                    

 OPENED & RESEALED BY CUSTOMS LABEL 

Those labels  were used for mail items opened by customs 

for some reason & resealed in the GPO.  

 CUSTOMS DECLARATION LABEL 

Those labels  are used on mail items sent abroad  in order  to let the customs authorities of the receiving country about the 

contents and value of the items included in the mail item. This way the customs authorities can know if special check should 

be performed of customs fees should be paid. 

CDL 1 

CDL 2 CDL 3 
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CDL 4 CDL 5 CDL 6 

CDL 7 CDL 8 

   CDL 1– Black printing on bluish green paper . Rouletted  

  CDL 2– Black printing on  olive green paper . Perf. 11 . 
With tab on top. Text also on back glue side. 

    CDL 3– Black printing on  olive green paper . Rouletted .  
With tab on top. Text also on back glue side. 

   CDL 4– Black printing on  olive green paper . Rouletted .  
With tab on top. Text also on back glue side. Much smaller 

text. 

   CDL 5– Black printing on  olive green paper . Rouletted .  
With tab on top. Text also on back glue side. Much smaller 

text. Printing date added on bottom right side. 

Known printing dates: 6.92 

CDL 5– Black printing on   green paper . Rouletted .  With 
tab on top. Text also on back glue side. Much smaller text. 

Printing date added on bottom left side. 

Known printing dates: 2.98 

   CDL 6– Black printing on olive green or green  self adh. 
paper . Rouletted .  With tab on top. Text also on back of 

carrier paper. Printing date on back of carrier paper. 

Known printing dates: 03.08, 09.06 

CDL 7– Black & green printing on white  self adh. paper . 
Rouletted .  With tab on top. Text also on back of carrier 

paper. Printing date on back of carrier paper. 

Known printing dates: 08.11, 01.12, 6.13, 12.13, 
5.15,08.2016 
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 CUSTOMS FEES TO BE PAID LABEL 

 DETAILS OF THE CUSTOMS FEES TO BE PAID   LABEL 

Those labels  are used on mail items sent abroad  in order  to let the customs authorities of the receiving country about the 

contents and value of the items included in the mail item. This way the customs authorities can know if special check should 

be performed of customs fees should be paid. 

Those labels  are used to indicate that customs fees should 

be paid for the contents included in the postal item. 

   CFPL 1– Red printing on yellow self adh.  paper . Imperf. 

Known printing dates:1.08, 8.10 

  CFPL 2– Red printing on yellow self adh.  paper . Imperf. 

Text much thicker.  

Known printing dates:6.11, 07.4.12, 01.13 

    CFPL 3– Red printing on yellow self adh.  paper . Imperf. 

Text much thicker. Place for the amount to be paid added. 

Known printing dates:10.14, 6.15 

CFPL 1 

CFPL 2 

CFPL 3 

CFDL 1 CFDL 2 CFDL 3 CFDL 4 
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   CFDL 1– Red printing on white  paper Imperforated. 
With Israel Post logo.  

Known printing dates: 3.66 

   CFDL 2– Red printing on white  paper Imperforated. 
With Ministry of Communications logo.  

Known printing dates: 10.72 

   CFDL 3– Red printing on white  paper Imperforated. 
With IPA logo. Printed on self adh. paper.  

Known printing dates: 1.93 

     CFDL 4–Red printing on white  paper Imperforated. 
With IPC logo & website address on the top. Printed on-

self adh. paper.  

 Known printing dates: 6.06 

     CFDL 5–Red printing on white  paper Imperforated. 
With IPC logo Without  website address . Printed on self 

adh. paper.  

 Known printing dates: 10.11, 4.12 

 CUSTOMS FEES FREE  LABEL 

CFFL 1– Blue printing on sky blue self adh.  paper . 
Imperf. 

Known printing dates:5.11 

Those labels  are used to indicate that item is free from any 

customs fees. 

CFDL 5 

CFFL 1 
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 FRANKED FORMS 

Franked postal forms are forms on which postage stamps are used to pay fees or dues for different postal services. Four 

main types of such forms are known to me: 

• Investigation concerning lost/ disappeared  regular or registered letter, parcel. 

• Application for different services like change of address, search for documents or telegrams etc. 

• Receipt of payment for stamps/postal equipment . 

• Cards for payment of postage due. 

Since most of such forms are rarely seen on philatelic market almost nothing is known about them and additional study 

should be made in order to describe them in detail. Here only a few examples of such items are shown. Any additional infor-

mation is welcomed.  

Investigation concerning lost/ disappeared  

regular or registered letter, parcel 
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Application for different services like change of address, search 

for documents or telegrams etc. 
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Receipt of payment for stamps, postal stationary or postal equipment .Such receipts were given to the     

clients on request and special fee was paid using postage stamps for each receipt. 

Postage due cards are used to collect postage due fees from senders/or receivers. Sender/receiver has to 

attach postage stamps on this card and after that send the card to a postmaster. Since those cards were de-

stroyed by the postmaster little is known about them and further study should be done. 
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